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State Energy Efficiency Mandates and Targets

State
Approx. Annual 

Savings Cost Cap Exit Ramp Comments
Arizona 2.0% A 2% reduction in peak demand from demand response programs by 2020 is required.
California 0.9% 2010-2012 Energy Efficiency Plan also calls for 1,500 MW of peak demand reduction by 2012.
Colorado 1.0%
Connecticut 1.0%
Delaware 2.5% Goal calls for 15% reduction in electric consumption and peak demand by 2015.
Hawaii 1.0%

Illinois 1.2% (avg.) Yes Requirement is not binding if program spending is more than 2% of total revenue per year.  Utilities must also reduce peak demand by 0.1% per year 
using demand response measures.  

Indiana 0.9%
Iowa 1.5% Savings goals are not required by legislation, but are binding once approved by Iowa Utilities Board.

Maryland 1.5-1.8% Per-capita electricity consumption must be reduced by 15% by 2015.  Utilities required to meet 2/3 of this goal; Maryland Energy Administration is 
responsible for the remaining 5%.  A 15% reduction in per capita peak demand by 2015 is also required.

Massachusetts 2.4%
Michigan 0.3%-1%
Minnesota 1.5% Yes Utility can request a lower target (but not lower than 1%) based on historical experience, study, and other factors.
Nevada 0.6%
New Mexico 0.7% (avg.) Yes Utilities can propose an alternative goal if they can't meet the requirement.
New York 1.9%
North Carolina 0.75-5.0% Yes
Ohio 1.3% (avg.) Yes Peak demand reductions of 1% in 2009 and additional reductions of 0.75% per year are required until 2018.
Pennsylvania 1.0% Peak demand must be reduced by 4.5% by 5/31/2013.
Texas 0.3% Plan requires utilities to offset a percentage of load growth through energy efficieincy.  
Vermont 2.0%
Washington ~1%

Notes:
[1] "Approx. Annual Savings" is based on ACEEE's 2009 State Energy Scorecard and indicates whether a state has an Energy Efficiency Resource Standard (EERS) and, if so, the annual savings level mandated by this 
standard.  The ACEEE defines an EERS as "a quantitative, long-term energy savings target for utilities" and notes that "[u]nder direction from this policy, utilities must procure a percentage of their future electricity and 
natural gas needs using energy efficiency measures, typically equal to a percentage of their load or projected load growth."  This figure was computed manually for Arizona and Indiana per the methodology outlined on p. 
14 of the 2009 ACEEE State Energy Scorecard.
[2] "Cost Cap" and "Exit Ramp" are based on ACEEE's 2009 State Energy Scorecard.  Both reflect circumstances in which target may not be completely binding.  An "exit ramp" provides some mechanism that allows 
"utilities to avoid meeting the target" and a "cost cap" is a mechanism that "limits a spending amount rather than a specific savings target."
[3] In its 2009 State Energy Scorecard, ACEEE identifies Rhode Island and Maine as having energy efficiency targets because they "have mandated energy efficiency as a first priority resource in utility resource 
planning," but notes that these states do not have an mandatory numberical targets.  Because these states do not have madated numerical targets, they are not included in this table. 
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